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1. DURING 8 JUNE FRD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING, AMHANK AND
ANMAIL ADVISED THAT VARGAS GOMEZ HAD LONG SESSION WITH ODDALE
DURING WHICH THE LATTER WAS ALLEGED TO HAVE SAID THE FOLLOWING:
A. VEEP, RUCOTTON, ADMIRAL BURKE, AND CARDINAL SPELLMAN WERE
PACKING RUBIO GROUP AND COULD NOT AGREE POLICIES FRD. THUS 20-25
SIGNATURES OF PROMINENT AMERICANS NOW BEING COLLECTED FOR LETTER
DEPICTING FRD MEMBERS AS PROMOTING FIDELISTA POLICIES WITHOUT
FIDEL COMMUNISM. LETTER TO BE TRANSMITTED TO STATE DEPARTMENT VIA
CARDINAL SPELLMAN.

2. FRD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE HASTENED TO CLARIFY THEIR POSITION:
THEY WERE CONVINCED OF THEIR OWN CONTACTO DEFINITIVO AND WERE
NOT IN ANY WAY CONCERNED ABOUT ABOVE ACTION. OBVIOUSLY THEY
CONSIDER SUCH ACTION, IF IT OCCURS, AS AN IRRITATING INTERLUDE
OF POLITICS WHICH, IN THEIR OWN MINDS, NECESSITATED THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE SURFACING OF FRENTE.

3. IN THIS CONNECTION PLEASE NOTE THAT AMHANK HAS APPOINTMENT
WITH WIELAND SINCE LATTER WANTED TO DISCUSS RUBIO PADILLA PERSONALITY
AND POLICIES.
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